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ABSTRACT

Objective We aimed to describe patients’ views of a new referral pathway of general practitioner (GP) direct access to MRI, versus imaging after referral to a specialist.

Design This qualitative study involved 20 semi-structured interviews. Twenty patients (10 from each pathway) were purposively recruited and interviewed to describe their attitudes.

Setting A neurology headache clinic and neuroradiology services from the boroughs of Southwark and Lambeth in South London, UK.

Participants Twenty patients were involved in this study.

Results Over half of the participants felt relieved once they received their scan results, while some remained uncertain about the underlying cause of their symptoms. Some participants described a long wait to see a specialist. Others described a long wait time to receive scan results, especially from their GP. Spontaneous reduction in headache symptoms occurred for some participants and for others, normal imaging results allowed them to focus more on symptom management.

Conclusion Relief was reported especially when scan results had been explained clearly and too much delay. Those with continuing pain focused on how to get relief from symptoms. Patient experience might be improved with clearer information from GPs about how patients can access results, standard reporting procedures and closer liaison between neuroradiology and GPs.

INTRODUCTION

In the UK, 3% of adults visit their general practitioner (GP) for headache each year. Patients who consult their GP for headache require a diagnosis, with advice on pain and lifestyle management. Aside from neurologists, doctors report lack of confidence in diagnosing and managing neurological conditions in primary care (PC). Nevertheless, GPs manage 97% of headache consults, without referral to a specialist.

Of those who consult GPs for headache, 2% are then referred to neurology clinics typically when symptoms persist and red flags are indicated. The high prevalence of headache results in it being the most common reason for new referral to neurology clinics, accounting for a quarter to a third of new appointments. However, those referred do not have more severe headaches. Referred patients tend to report more anxiety about their symptoms, have consulted their GP repeatedly, and want imaging to rule out serious pathology.

GP’s are moving from symptom gatekeepers to facilitators of early diagnosis and management for an increasing number of serious conditions. Evidence suggests that GPs can use direct-access imaging, and potentially reduce unnecessary specialist referral.

An argument against GP direct access to imaging is that imaging is not a panacea and it does not necessarily resolve diagnostic uncertainty. When there are non-specific findings, as in 2% of MRI cases, scans can actually lead to more anxiety and uncertainty.

Unnecessary imaging may cause diagnostic delays and increase anxiety. MRI does not necessarily show all causes of headache and serious pathology may remain unidentified even with a scan. On the other hand, after a normal scan undertaken in specialist care, patients, especially those who have few anxiety/depression symptoms prior to imaging, do report relief.
In a project designed to increase access to investigations, we are evaluating the option of GP direct access to MRI for headache in South London, UK (figure 1). In the first part of the study, we interviewed 20 GPs to elicit their views about this and the ability to use the direct-access service for headache.13 A training session delivered by a GP with specialist training in headache was available to GPs as part of the study. Those attending the session said it improved their knowledge, skills and confidence to implement the direct-access service into their practice.13 Most GPs reported that in the past a normal scan resolved uncertainty, and helped them progress to discussion of medication and psychosocial issues with patients.

The current study follows on from GP views,13 where we now aim to describe the patient experience of direct access to MRI (PC, pathway), compared with the traditional route through a specialist (secondary care (SC), pathway; figure 1). We were particularly interested in opinions regarding appointment length, value of early relief from direct-access imaging and preference for the specialist or GP.

Figure 1 Usual and alternative referral pathway for headache patients. GP, general practitioner; PC, primary care; SC, secondary care.

METHODS
Study design
We conducted an observational, opt-in study, using qualitative methodology with a deductive analytic approach.14 Semistructured, one-off, qualitative interviews were conducted with 20 patients, purposively recruited, with 10 participants from each referral pathway. Based on our past research13 and qualitative methodology literature,15 we estimated data saturation to occur after 10 participant interviews per referral pathway.

Participation was voluntary with no incentives offered. Data collected were self-report. Researchers did not access any medical records about participants. Researchers verbally discussed the study, provided written information and obtained verbal and written informed consent from participants at the start of each interview. For the write-up of this research, we implemented the Consolidated criteria for Reporting Qualitative research (COREQ) studies.16

Patient and public involvement
The study design was conceptualised by RU, LR, AM and RK, with input from a migraine user group charity. Patients’ expectations when requesting specialist referral for headaches and their views of care have been described previously by members in our research group.17 There was no subsequent patient involvement in the design of this study.

Participants and recruitment
Participants were recruited through King’s Health Partners from the Boroughs of Southwark and Lambeth in South London, UK. For the SC pathway, participants were recruited through a general neurology clinic where a specialist gave eligible patients information about the study. For the PC pathway, recruitment occurred through neuroradiology services, where interested patients could request for a researcher to contact them. Further details on recruitment methods are available in online supplementary material 1.

Inclusion criteria were ≥18 years old, treated in PC, received a scan either by SC or PC referral and either neurologist diagnosed headache or self-reported headache for ≥3–6 months. Exclusion criteria were not fluent in English, severe psychiatric illness, new or sudden onset headache ≤3 months or significant abnormality reported on MRI. We made one protocol amendment to interview all eligible patients at least 2 months after having a scan (refer to online supplementary material). Hospital staff identified potentially eligible patients for the study. This was reconfirmed by the researcher by checking their eligibility criteria when obtaining written informed consent.

Fifty-two patients registered an interest in the study. Researchers were unable to subsequently contact 24 patients. As per study protocol, two were excluded due
to non-normal scans, six declined the interview invitation or were unable to attend.

An interview schedule was developed based on previous research. Interview questions were arranged as a list of predetermined themes (eg, managing uncertainty, expertise; refer to online supplementary material 2). The SC pathway interviews were held first (P1–P10), PC direct access second (P11–P20).

**Interviews**

One male (RU) and one female (CP) researcher conducted interviews. RU has a PhD in psychology and CP has an MSc in psychology. Both have prior experience of qualitative interviews. No prior relationships existed between any participant and the researchers.

Interviews were held between June 2016 and August 2017, ranging from 28 to 117 min in duration. One-on-one interviews were conducted in a location convenient to the participant, such as their home or a public place. Interviews were audio recorded and later transcribed using a third-party transcription service.

**Analysis**

The data were analysed thematically and managed using QSR NVivo V.11 (QSR International, London, UK). Two researchers (AMc, RU) read all transcripts, which were coded based on emergent patterns that were then organised by theme. Code lists and schemas were discussed and agreed with all coauthors.

Themes more commonly raised by participants are reported here.

**RESULTS**

**Participant characteristics**

Ten participants in the group had been referred to SC services and 10 patients had been offered PC direct-access imaging through their GP. All participants attended one interview (F: 11, M: 9; age range: 20–72, median: 41). Seven participants (SC: 3, PC: 4) had also visited emergency departments for headache and one participant had been admitted to hospital for suspected thunderclap headaches. Three participants (SC: 2, PC: 1) indicated they had incidental findings on their scan.

**Theme 1: the effect of time on patient satisfaction**

Long wait for specialist appointment

Wait times were about 12 weeks, ranging from 2 weeks to 5 months. Of the 10 who were referred to SC, 7 participants said they waited a long time for their specialist appointment.

I’d been referred on the two weeks’ pathway* [in June], and then the two week pathway for the MRI scan... and then the letter I got was, [it] asked me to come back for a follow-up appointment, but in December. (P10)

*pathway for suspected cancer

Long wait times for scan results

Eight participants (SC: 2, PC: 6) said they had a long wait for their scan results. This was more apparent in the PC than SC pathway. Of this group, four participants in the PC pathway did not have their results 2 months after their scan. Several participants described a mismatch between what they were told or expected from their referral, and what actually occurred.

They told me it takes three weeks, but I was expecting like, just a couple of weeks, not a couple of months. (P16)

Consultation length sufficient

In the UK, specialists in SC commonly have twice as much time available to see patients with new problems compared with GPs. Nonetheless an equal number of participants in each pathway (SC: 4, PC: 4) said their consultation length was satisfactory. Many described an awareness that their GP had time constraints, and therefore tried to optimise their use of time in the consultation.

It’s not necessarily about the length of time but it’s about the GP creating an atmosphere and an environment where you feel like you can talk freely and not that you’re under pressure. (P11)

Relief of uncertainty

Eleven participants (SC: 8, PC: 3) said they felt reassurance after receiving their scan results, mostly from the SC pathway. For many, normal results allayed fears about serious pathology. One of these participants said having a name for the condition helped to minimise fear and uncertainty (P7).

**Theme 2: communication of results**

Clear explanation

More participants in the SC group said they received a clear explanation from medical staff about their scan results (SC: 7, PC: 3). However, this difference is likely to have been affected by the fact that four participants from the PC pathway had not received their scan results 2 months after their scan. Many said it helped to have further details about the potential cause of their symptoms.

Once the report was written, it was clear that it was more something to do with the eyes than to do with something within the head... So, I thought that...

Communication difficulty
Six participants (SC: 3, PC: 3) said they experienced difficulty with doctor–patient communication. For four participants, neuroimaging results were difficult to understand or unhelpful. Three of these participants said their results report contained medical jargon.

I didn’t understand any of it, but I just remembered that now the pituitary faucet is relatively empty and I was like, ‘What does that mean?… What’s the pituitary? – I didn’t know. (P5)

Theme 3: continued uncertainty
Five participants (SC: 3, PC: 2) said ruling out pathology was a relief, but when a cause could not be determined, persistent headache symptoms were associated with continued uncertainty. For one participant, not having an explanation of the underlying cause was framed as a lack of validation of their experience:

I feel like I’m left with, well, maybe there’s something there that nobody seems to think is there, except me. (P11)

Theme 4: symptom management
Spontaneous symptom reduction after scan
Four participants (SC: 1, PC: 3), mostly in the PC pathway, experienced symptom reduction after their scan without additional intervention.

The uncertainty wasn’t really terrible because I knew that if it was something terrible, it would be getting worse, and it wasn’t. It was getting better. (P10)

Importance of pain management
After receiving an MRI scan, eight participants (SC: 4, PC: 4) said they were still worried about ongoing pain. Two said pain reduction was now the most important aspect of their care.

I think the brain scan to me wasn’t even that important. To me, the important thing to me was to get rid of the pain. (P6)

Theme 5: specialist or GP preference
Specialist expertise
Fifteen participants said they had appreciated (SC: 9) or would have liked (PC: 6) input from a specialist. The specialist was seen to have headache-specific knowledge that they felt their GP did not. For example, a participant seen in PC only said the following:

The scan would be avoided if you get seen by a specialist, because they have got more experience and they might have realised my issue wasn’t with anything in my head, it was more a muscle problem, and a stress problem than anything else. (P20)

GP management
Seven participants (SC: 2, PC: 5) indicated that despite the perceived value of specialist knowledge, they would nevertheless prefer seeing their GP for headache-related care. Four of these participants said their GP was a consistent point of contact, with whom rapport and trust had been previously established. One participant felt their scan referral would be processed more quickly through the GP (P9), and another reported transportation difficulty with accessing specialist services (P10).

… it’s better if you see one doctor, he knows you and he knows your problem. (P18)

DISCUSSION
Summary
We aimed to describe similarities and differences between participants’ experiences of two referral pathways. Overall, we found that there were more similarities than differences. The same number of patients described feeling satisfied with their headache consultation times and more than half of the sample said they felt relief of uncertainty after receiving their results. However, despite reducing anxiety regarding serious pathology, almost half still experienced pain. The data suggested that waiting-list delays in seeing a specialist could prolong patients’ anxiety and uncertainty. A potential benefit of GP direct access to imaging might be avoidance of this delay. However, the potential benefits were to some extent vitiated by perceived delays in receiving results, particularly from GPs. Patient satisfaction and relief were reported when scan results were explained clearly and quickly. This was more commonly reported after seeing a specialist, where results were typically given during the follow-up appointment.

Non-specific findings and communication difficulty were a problem for a minority in both pathways. After imaging nearly half were more focused on pain management. Specialist expertise was valued by more participants, but many valued management in PC due to a pre-established, ongoing relationship with the GP, and ease of access compared with neurology services.

Strengths and limitations
The main strength of this study is that, to our knowledge, no published research has described patient experiences of direct access to imaging for headache. A weakness of the study relates to recruitment in a limited time period. The SC pathway recruitment was completed first, as there was delay in the new PC-access imager coming into operation. SC pathway participants were interviewed once they had received their report, with no maximum time limit. In interviewing the second group of PC direct-access participants, we had research worker time constraints,
and included four participants who had not received their scan results. PC pathway participants were interviewed at maximum 2 months after their scan, a sufficient time for reports to reach GPs.

Implications for research and practice
Prior studies have suggested potential advantages and disadvantages to open-access imaging in PC for GPs. Advantages include speed of diagnosis or, more commonly, exclusion of serious pathologies, diagnostic yield from imaging which could help with subsequent management and avoidance of unnecessary referrals to SC.7 9 18 19 A disadvantage is the management of incidental findings; however, this can occur regardless of whether patients are referred for imaging by specialists or GPs.8 12 We found previously that GPs do report difficulty in managing these,13 which suggests this to be an area of medical education that could be targeted in future trainee cohorts.

Managing resources
Given that resources and capacity are limited, a fear among policy-makers and providers is that demand for imaging and referral will rise from patients. GPs raised the lack of specialist input as another disadvantage of direct access, which may hinder in reassuring patients after a normal scan.15 In our previous study, we found that added training with an educational course regarding headache and direct imaging increased GP confidence in managing headache.13 This option may help GPs feel equipped to manage the discussion of normal scan results (or avoid a scan altogether). Our results show that some patients would like specialist input, but others preferred to manage their care with a GP.

GP training
Further clinical training may help GPs diagnose headache, communicate MRI findings and better manage the remaining 97% of patients, who consult with headache but are not referred to specialists. Recent evidence from a study in Estonia showed changes in GP referral behaviour following an educational intervention.20 In our prior study, GPs reported improved confidence in managing headache in PC, following their participation in headache-specific training provided by a GP with Special Interest and training.13 Outcomes might be improved if neurologists or GPs with special interest in headache provide teaching for all local GPs, to enhance their confidence and competence when diagnosing and managing headache in PC. The added value in improved outcomes would extend not only for the 2% currently referred to headache specialists, but also to the remaining 97% managed without specialist input.

Waiting for results
We found that patients complained about long waits particularly to see specialists, which was avoided by PC direct access to imaging. However, we found clinician’s, especially in GP clinics, did not appear to have clearly informed patients when and how they could access their results. Turnaround in reporting results depended on the neuroradiology department, and timeframes may not have been known by front-line clinicians in advance. Liaison between imaging and PC might be improved in the future. The lack of clarity about how to access their results disappointed expectations for some participants. As these investigations are important and expensive, having a protocol for communicating results and managing expected timelines, even when scans are normal, could improve this outcome.

Patient anxiety
Most patients had received their neuroradiology reports, and for over half it relieved their uncertainty. This is consistent with other studies.12 13 17 Although for a minority, especially those with non-specific abnormalities, communicating these complex findings, without increasing patient anxiety, was difficult. As highlighted by past research, standardised reporting guidelines could help.21 In order to alleviate GP concerns about explaining complex reports to patients, more available neuroradiology advice could help to increase confidence in accuracy of diagnosis and provide specialist input in cases where needed. For example, the GPs in our previous study were not aware of a dedicated phone number to reach a neuroradiologist available to respond to queries.13 A Canadian study showed that poor GP–radiologist communication about the meaning of MRI reports can impact negatively on patient care.21 This is an ongoing challenge for neuroradiologists, neurologists and GPs.

Usefulness of a normal scan
Once a serious underlying problem had been eliminated by scanning, an equal number of patients in both neurology and GP pathways focused on the need to relieve pain. According to GPs, this is easier once an underlying concern for serious pathology such as a brain tumour is eliminated.13 Our evidence supports this, but without follow-up interviews this cannot be confirmed in the long run. Reviews of headache outcome and patients’ experience suggest that this is a challenge in need of further research with a longer follow-up period.22 23 The management of continuing psychological comorbidity is probably the greatest challenge for patients and their clinicians.13 24 This suggests the need for more research on interventions that have proven successful in other areas like relaxation and cognitive behavioural therapy.25 26

The elephant in the room in most health services is how to deliver a service that improves outcomes, while reducing cost. Because of its prevalence and associated disability, headache incurs a high cost to individuals and, in a publicly funded service, to society.27 28 Population neurologists have urged neurologists to demonstrate whether they actually can provide added value to outcomes when they provide care for particular conditions.29 It remains unclear whether outcomes are better with neurological referral for headache, and if these referrals are cost-effective. If more training was provided for GPs and those GPs with special
interest in headache, patients might get added value at a reduced cost.\(^5\)

**CONCLUSIONS**

This paper addresses the patients’ view of one aspect of headache care, referral for imaging. We have previously found that the main reason for referral of people with headache was anxiety about serious pathology, with the patient and/or their GP wanting imaging.\(^5,6\) Howard et al.\(^2\) concluded that when patients or their GPs require reassurance from imaging, it is likely to be cost saving for specialists to arrange this. This is because when a specialist does not agree to request imaging, many patients asked their GP for referral to another specialist and obtain an MRI subsequently. GP direct access to imaging could reduce delay and avoid unnecessary referral to SC. This is supported by our study. However, delay in receiving imaging reports and communication of results could be improved.

The specific costs of this intervention are being evaluated separately through the Transforming Outcomes and Health Economics Through Imaging project. Whether GP open access will lead to a rising demand for investigation and to what extent this forms part of a trend towards acknowledging patient choice, forms part of a continuing debate.
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